1...FIELD CHECKOUT PACIFIC HOUSE 060610
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and warned.

2...AUTO BURGLARY LOT 1 060610
Officer responded to a report of a vehicle with a window smashed. Victim reported the loss of her purse and credit cards which she left on the floorboard. Officer initiated a report.

3...FIELD CHECKOUT LOT 7 060710
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and warned.

4...FIELD CHECKOUT ALPINE & DWIGHT 060710
Officer conducted a checkout on a female subject. Subject has numerous contacts and was cited for operating a bicycle without a license.

5...NON CAMPUS CRIME CLOCK TOWER 060710
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Officer requested medics for lacerations to his face. Subject reported being victimized at a park NEAR THE CAMPUS. Subject was transported to a local hospital via ambulance.

6...VANDALISM PACIFIC HOUSE 060710
Officer reported graffiti on the side of the building. Officer initiated a report.

7...VANDALISM CENTER FOR COMMUNITY INV 060810
Officer responded to a report of vandalism to an air conditioning unit. Officer initiated a report.

8...WARRANT ARREST PACIFIC & DAVE BRUBECK 060810
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and learned of both occupants had outstanding warrants. One subject was on parole and a gun was located in the vehicle. Officers also located two jewelry boxes filled with costume jewelry and a scale. Both subjects were transported to the county jail.

9...WARRANT ARREST MAIN LIBRARY 060810
Officer responded to a report of a subject in the library who has been revoked in the past. Officer made contact and arrested the subject for an outstanding parole warrant and transported to the county jail.
10...ARREST  PERSHING AVE    061010

Officers conducted a vehicle stop and learned the driver was unlicensed. Vehicle was towed from the scene. Officers arrested one resident in front of the stop location for resisting, delaying and interfering with the officer. Subject was transported to the county jail.

11...FIELD INTERVIEW  LOT 7       061010

Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and warned for scavenging.

12...WEAPONS ARREST  PACIFIC AVE    061210

Officer conducted a vehicle stop and located a gun inside the vehicle. Driver was arrested for carrying a concealed weapon in a vehicle.

13...FIELD CHECKOUT  WOODBRIDGE    061210

Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject on a bicycle. Subject was interviewed.

14...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  ALPHA PHI    061210

Officer located a ladder on the side of a residence. Officer checked the residence with negative findings.

15...THEFT  MORRIS CHAPEL    061210

Officer responded to a report of a photographer’s camera bag with equipment was stolen. Officer initiated a report.

16...AIDED STOCKTON PD  PERSHING & SONOMA  061210

Officer responded to a report of a loud party call with a large crowd. Officers assisted SPD at the scene.